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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Twenty-Eighth Day: Sunday, January 7, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 281-81-48-37—29%W, 59%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #4 Attribute (9th race)—6-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #9 Jasmine’s Gem (8th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)DRA. PADILLA: Improving, the speed; wire job on the stretch out   
(#3)CUCCIOLO: Barn has been winning of late w/ hard class dropping types 
(#8)LA NENA DE PAPA: Like the stretch out to 8F trip; needs a clean start 
(#1)LIL BAY CORVETTE: Improved with more distance; tough post draw 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-8-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)CARBON DATA: Drops, hood “on”, and gelded; holds a winning hand   
(#4)DON’T OVER LOOK: First start for a tag; placed in 3-of-4 on GP turf 
(#2)COSMIC THUNDER: Good try from 12-hole in last; improvement likely 
(#5)COLEMAN ROCKY: A long time between drinks; offered up for $30K 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-2-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)UNCLE TBONE: In a snug spot for $6,250 tag; sports useful dirt form  
(#8)NIGHT RYTHM: Like the cutback to a 5.5F trip; capable off the shelf 
(#4)EQUITY: Wide trip hurt in last; tends to pick up a check on this level 
(#3)ILLUSTRIOUS SON: Double-dip class drop on target—always gets bet 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-4-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)ALTER MOON: Zayas doles out the splits; 1-hole out of chute a concern   
(#5)CHEEKY CHERUB: Debut flattered by Cicatrix’s Glitter Woman S. win 
(#3)GREATER GLORY: Hails from high percentage barn; sire gets runners 
(#7)RIZZOLI: Dam is multiple G1 stakes placed; sire gets precocious stock 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-3-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)VENTINA: Takes a mammoth class drop; toss last start—brutal trip   
(#7)RORAIMA: She hasn’t missed the trifecta for Walder; tighter this time 
(#6)SILVER SASHAY: 8YO is a 15X winner, drops; third start of form cycle 
(#2)ROLL IT GAL: Barn is salty off the claim; went to sidelines in good form 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-6-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)POUNDS TO PENNIES: Ends bout of seconditis today; saves ground   
(#2)COMPETITIVEBALANCE: $200K Into Mischief filly on debut for Brown 
(#7)BATTLE FLAG: Lasix for stateside debut; Johnny V. carves out pace 
(#5)MONEY FACTOR: Marked improvement on the turf; 8-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-7-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)LITTLE MATT: Aired off the claim; logical step up in class for Barboza   
(#2)WHOOP TI DO: Good effort on the rise off the claim; on the drop today 
(#10)COTTON COLORS: Placed in four-of-last five starts; Walder off claim 
(#7)PROUD ENOUGH: Steadied in last, wide in penultimate race; 15-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-10-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)JASMINE’S GEM: Just missed in 2-turn turf debut; moves forward   
(#8)SMASHING SERENA: Sprint-to-route, dirt-to-turf, 1st-Lasix for Motion 
(#1)REVERSETHEDECISION: Bred to relish turf; 1-hole a concern on debut 
(#12)TAPITAI: Solid CD debut while wide on “good” turf; wide again today 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-8-1-12 
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RACE NINE 
(#4)ATTRIBUTE: He’ll love the two-turn stretch out; Irad controls pace   
(#5)CREATIVE COURAGE: Toss last on “yielding” turf: “bullet” in holster 
(#3)SONGEUR: Won 4 of last 5, horse for the course; tick cheap, underlay? 
(#8)LUNAIRE: Drops out of black type heats; stakes placed on GP weeds 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)BROWNS GAP: Love the two-turn stretch out; “live” barn at tilt   
(#12)SUMMER SCAMP: Turf-to-dirt is on the money; blinkers “on” noted 
(#11)BAMA BOUND: 15X winner at best on this level; reunited w/ Zayas 
(#4)AMERICAN TZAR: Barn hitting at a 29% strike rate; 2-turns a plus 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-11-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#2)AMERICAN HALO: Toss last two on dirt; gets back to uniform course   
(#7)HELEN HAYES: Big class drop for crafty outfit; will relish the grass 
(#11)BAYLOR: Two lengths and change off win for $50K tag in last; drops 
(#6)COSITA RICA: Knocking on the door on this level; love the jock change 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-11-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


